CHANDLER HARPER NAMED PGC
NATIONAL SALES MANAGER

Professional Golf Co., 1231 Carter St., Chattanooga, Tenn., makers of the pro-only "First Flight" line of clubs, has made Chandler Harper, National Sales Mgr., and head of its field staff. Harper, pro at Glensheallah GC, Portsmouth, Va., came out of the Navy to return to tournament golf in which he has had an excellent and profitable record. Last year he hadn't regained his pre-war tournament stride but did manage to get the National Open's lowest score of 67, get third place in the Los Angeles and Chicago Victory opens and lose the Virginia Open to Sam Snead after shooting a 63 and catching up with Sam's 9-stroke lead.

With Herman Keiser as his teammate Harper shot 61 for the lowest round in the 1946 Inverness 4-ball. Harper's 29-29—58 on the Glensheallah par 35-35—70 course is claimed to be a world record.

Chandler joins up with a company that has been growing fast since it was taken over by J. Harkins. The registered, matched swinging weight clubs of the company are in strong demand. The laminated wood head in which the company pioneered before the war now is in brisk production. The Professional Golf Co. also makes custom-made clubs for pros and their members and is enjoying large demand for them. The entire output of the organization is sold exclusively through pros.

UNIFORMS FOR DECORATION — That dining rooms can be "redecorated" by the use of properly designed and harmony styled uniforms for service personnel, is the belief of the Shane Uniform Co., Inc., Evansville, Ind. Shane has evolved a decorating plan based on: a new design development called "harmony styling" intended to increase the decorative function of uniforms; and a "color selector" to harmonize colored uniforms with the existing decorative scheme. New models have also been developed to include styles and materials suited to different seasons. A presentation of Shane's plan can be obtained by writing Shane Uniform Co., Inc., West Maryland and Buchanan, Evansville 7, Ind.

PROS!
Easy Profits

You can easily sell these high quality golf shoes at attractive profit without troubles of overhead, stock, or delivery.

Just put one pair of these shoes on your counter and watch the orders pour in. They're high grade throughout. Right-weight top quality oak soles...replaceable Phillips Screw-in spikes. Send coupon below for information about these quick, easy earnings and how you can get them with no trouble or costly overhead.

Send Coupon Now for complete information

CORKORAN INCORPORATED
Stoughton, Massachusetts

Send me complete information on how I can make extra profits with your high-quality golf shoes.

Name__________________________
Club___________________________
Address_________________________